Like That.
4-wall line dance.
32 counts.
Novice/Intermediate.
Music by: Chingy feat Houston, I like that.
Choreographer: Raymond Sarlemijn, Marte Smines Kristiansen and Main.
Step, slide, shuffle forward, kickball cross, bounce ½ turn, hitch.

1 Step LF to left.
2 Slide RF next LF.
3&4 Shuffle forward LF, RF, LF.
5 Kick RF forward.
& RF next to LF.
6 LF cross over RF.
7 Bounce both knees, while doing this, turn ¼ over right.
& Bounce both knees, while doing this, turn ¼ over right.
8 Hitch right knee up.
Coaster step, turn ¾, shoulder pops, left, right, ¼ turn snake roll.

1&2 Coaster step RF, LF, RF.
3 LF step forward.
4 turn ¼ over left and step RF to right.
5 Turn ½ over left and step out on LF, while doing this pop left shoulder up.
6 Weight change to RF, while doing this pop right shoulder up.
7, 8 Make snake roll, while doing this turn ¼ over left and put both feet together.
½ jump turn, walk walk, slide forward, knee turn.

1 Turn both knees and feet ¼ to left.
& Turn both knees and feet ¼ to right.
2 Turn ½ over left, while doing this jump on both feet.
3,4,5 walk forward, RF, LF, RF.
6 Slide LF next to RF.
7 Cross Right knee in front LF.
8 turn ¼ over right and change weight to right, while doing this put left knee forward.
Walk, walk, turn 4/4, arm roll.

& Change weight to LF.
1 Step forward on RF.
2 Step forward on LF
3 turn ¼ over left and step RF to right.
4 Turn ¾ over left and step LF forward, while doing this start arm roll from right to
left.
5 Hold.
6,7 Start arm roll from left to right.
8 Put LF in right knee.
Start dance again and have fun, for video go to www.the-latinman.com (video’s)

